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About This Game

Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty is a full-circle block-breaking game about video game art history. Inspired by the works of the
De Stijl masters’ limitations on form and color, Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty takes an abstract look at the history of video
game art, through unlockable features like paddles, balls, powerups, and screen effects. The game is dynamically generated,

with millions of level combinations and endless replayability.

Features:

Break out of the boring, vertical-only block breaking experience with 360 degree freedom of motion.

Over 48,000,000 possible combinations in level generation

Collect gems to unlock goodies like paddles, balls, powerups, wall shapes, visual styles and more.

Level Packs and Museum Galleries based on other games for an in-depth look at video game art history.

Play the game your way with adjustable gameplay options, level packs, and screen effects.

Inspirational quotes by Piet Mondrian

Soundtrack
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Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty: Original Game Soundtrack, composed by Davidjohn Blodgett and Hannah Hoyt, features
nearly an hour of acid jazz, hip hop, trip hop, ambient, electronic, and classical music. Remastered from in-game tracks and

exported as 320kbps, 44.1khz MP3’s, this stunning collection of music is bound to keep you immersed in Mondrian’s geometric
world at work, at home, at a party, or on the go.

Available Now!
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Title: Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lantana Games
Publisher:
Lantana Games
Franchise:
Mondrian
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3/AMD Athlon X2 2.0ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 300 series/ATI Radeon HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 165 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox 360 Controller Drivers for Windows are required to play. If you experience difficulty starting the
game, you should download these direct from Microsoft at https://www.microsoft.com/hardware/en-us/d/xbox-360-controller-
for-windows

English
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Better value for your money than a trip to the cinema, if you enjoy fishing or if you just want to give it ago then this is a must
for your game collection, I see people saying it's not a great simulator but I have to disagree. At the end of the day it's a game I
mean how many people pack a keyboard and mouse and go fishing so of course it doesn't simulate fishing perfectly (how can
it?,) my gripe if I wanted to have one, would be that you get too many bites and the size of the hook you use seems to be tied
into the size of the fish you hook. It could do with a little more randomness and larger fish causing hook straightening\/failure
should you get a big one whilst using a smaller hook. Also maybe fewer bites as once you have your bait and hook sorted you get
a bite every time. I like the way you have to tire the fish out and fight them with your rod along with combination pumping and
reeling if not they keep going and pull your line out, I feel when this happens you should have to replace your line, float,
weights, hook (equipment) etc. as you have just lost it, but alas all it costs you is the bait. The last thing I find not great is in
multiplayer everyone looks like a chess pawn, the great graphics of this game is let down by the fact there's no character
customization and clothing store. But don't let any of this put you off as the game is great fun and will keep you entertained for
hours and hours.. It's fun! I just don't like having to close and reopen the game whenever I come back from AFK.. I'm going to
give you the best possible review I can so you know if this game is worth your money or not. The short answer, maybe. The long
answer, below. In this review, I wall talk about my opinion, the pros and cons, and more.

7 Days to die has always been a favorite of mine, mainly for the tower defense feel of the game. I play with friends which amps
up the fun, and makes the game a little easier. Let's go over the aspects of the game together.

GAMEPLAY - 7\/10
In this game, you must loot, hunt, farm, and build to survive. The horde night is a thrill to fight through, and looting is a fun part
too, but I recommend you increase the loot values in settings because the default value is so low that you find wood clubs in gun
crates. Combat feels very unsatisfying. You can shoot at a deer 10 times straight down the sight of a gun and still end up
missing. Zombies can stun you, and beat on you like a punching bag. Zombies are a lot scarier because they play dead before
waking up and attacking you out of nowhere. Buildings are filled with around 10-30 zombies, making looting dangerous if not
prepared. Overall, gameplay if very unique and has it's strengths and weaknesses.

GRAPHICS - 5\/10
Graphics are much better looking since to Alpha 17 update released. Textures are better than some AAA games like Fallout 4.
Overall, the graphics are a mixed bag and are not ugly, but not pretty.

AUDIO - 8\/10
One of the strong points of this game would have to be the audio. From floors creaking to fat zombies gurgling, this game is
pleasant with headphones.

PERFORMANCE - 6\/10
This game is badly optimized. Even with graphics at lowest settings, I still fall at 15FPS.

DIFFICULTY: HARD
This game does not mess around Even on the easiest modes playing with four people, me and my friends still die constantly. Be
careful when doing anything, even going to get water can be dangerous.

PROS:
- Fun for hours
- The horde made me pee myself
- Nicely crafted open world with secrets around every corner

CONS:
Rarely updated
Clunky combat
Repetitive after awhile
Badly optimized

OVERALL - 7\/10
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The rating would be much worse if I was talking about Alpha 15. If you like zombie games, sandbox games, or survival games,
why not try them all in one package?. super fun!!!. I like this game..a little slow but not too bad. Game play and controls are
pretty awesome. 8\/10. 26th DLC so far. Still no working drill. 10\/10 would rage again.

Edit: And now for something completely different.

Whilst it's nifty and refreshing to have some new weapons thrown into the already large mixture of weaponry available to the
average heister, you're not missing out on much. Get this DLC when it comes to sales.

Lebensauger .308: Decent damage for a sniper rifle with decent rate of fire and reload. Can take down a Shield within two shots
from the front. Potentially potent if a non-scoped sight is added.

Kross Vertex SMG: Highly accurate and stable, offering good damage and rapid fire as expected from an SMG. My second
favourite addition from this DLC.

Crossbow Pistol: Under the Special tab in Secondary, it deals less damage than I was expecting from a crossbow pistol, but
adding poison and explosive rounds into the mix makes it a versatile weapon.

Melee Weapons: Not that powerful and low knockdown ability from most of them with the exception of the Empty Palm Kata.
The Kunai Knife however is coated in poison, so that's a bonus.

Shurikens: By far the best reason to purchase this DLC, in my personal view. Ten of them coated in poison, and can be picked
up from the ground once thrown. Takes up the grenade slot and can stun\/poison enemies if it doesn't outright kill them. Not
sure how effective they are against Cloakers however, but stick to your heavy duty for Dozers.

All in all, a 6\/10. Good heisting to you, folks!. It's a really great route if you want some amtrak cars a EMD F40PH with some
BN rolling stock and a great AI car pack too!. Nice engine, I love it but it has small flaws

-Same engine sound from the ES44DC
-No flashing ditch lights
-Wrong horn
-Bad bell

If you look past that its fine! Mods make it better anyway. The engine looks really nice on TOFC's and Stacks trains. I
recommend you to wait until it goes on sell but it's good!
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Bought as part of the Deluxe Bundle. Lots of fun. They just need to add Delta Tug 2 and TAAAAAM Super Tug messing
around the ramps to make it the perfect "Kennedy Steve Simulator" xD. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME , SAVE YOUR MONEY
!!!

Despite the idea is great and the game have potential, there is a stupid bug with the ice which make you run out of it and
consequently your astronauts die of famine or dehydration after 30 minutes of game !! This bug was never fixed by the
developers and according their own words they don\u00b4t have intentions to fix it at all. This make the game unplayable and
very frustrating for the players. Thus save your money and DON\u00b4t BUY THIS GAME unless one day the developers
change their minds and finally fix it.. You go faster backwards.

10/10 would go 9999 miles per hour flying across the map again.. So, let me share my thoughts, especially seeing that many red
"Thumbs Down".

"Light" is a tiny indie game made by just a few people according to the game credits.
It's a sneak'n'hack game about an escaped test subject. Controls and gameplay are pretty simple. You sneak using WASD
avoiding guards and cameras, can unlock the doors (E), hack (Q), kill guards and civilians (SPACE), hide their bodies (2) and
change outfit (3). You will also find and read some documents to understand what happened to you. That's it if I don't miss
anything.

Gameplay, story, music and minimalistic cyberpunk'ish graphics style are pretty satisfying, I can definitely say I enjoyed them
all as well as the game on the whole. Yes, the game is short and won't take much your time to be completed on 100%.

Pros:
+ Simple controls
+ Nice-looking cyberpunk'ish graphics
+ Story (despite it might seem typical)
+ Soundtrack (special thanks to Gavin Harrison !)
+ Short (yeah, it's a + as I don't need to put dozens of hours into a tiny game)
+ Easy to beat for 100% (apparently, a + for anyone who isn't indifferent to achievements)

Cons:
- Short (I doubt anyone would complain if the game were longer)
- Pricey
- Low replay value

I'm literally forced to pay attention to the price. Yes, guys, I agree the game is pricey. I also understand some disappointment
and comments and reviews saying "lack of content", "too short" and agree. Store page is a really promissing one and raises your
expectations from the game. My thoughts were like "Ouch, it's like a mix of my beloved Monaco (50+ hours played) and Frozen
Synapse (well-known and highly acclaimed by critics and players), I should check in out". That's why I've purchased and played
"Light".
However, I don't think the fact the game is pretty expensive (for the content it offers) gives the right to leave a "Thumbs Down".
I enjoyed this tiny game (I'd especially highlight its music), got a +1 perfect game, learned several new English words (despite it
has a Russian localization, I played it in English), didn't invest much time in it and I've also supported indie game developers. I
don't regret doing all that and in general cannot say anything bad about "Light", that's why - my "Thumbs Up"!

Some notes\/recommendations to developers:
\u2022 Add more content and reduce the price. Seriously. Mentioned Monaco offers you a huge amount of multi-level
missions, 8 characters, up to 4 players online co-op, story with its charm and humour as well as soundtrack by Austin
Wintory, Steam-features like leaderboards, cloud, Workshop + level editor but is still priced less. Something is wrong here ...
\u2022 Probably, add more achievements (to pass each level unspotted \/ under some defined or devs' time \/ to kill all guards
on a level etc). At least it will increase players' playtime and will add some challenge. This point completely depends on your
attitude to achievements and your fantasy\/creativity :)
\u2022 Probably, add Steam leaderboards (competition spirit, you know). I doubt it will be worth doing, but still, that's what
comes to my mind
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P.S. You won't lose anything if you don't play this game, but you will likely enjoy it if you do. And Steam is not the place
where you can complain about the price. Even just released games are offered literally tomorrow with a good discount (my
example: bought Asteria that was released a bit more than a week ago with a -75% coupon received for badge crafting).
Countless bundles popup almost every day. You're warned multiple times about the price and content mismatch, so you are free
to buy the game when it's on sale or comes to a bundle. Then you'll be more prone to share some love with "Light".. Cool plants
vs zombies type of game (But your units advance instead of being stationary), you'll have to destroy the enemy's base, while
defending your own.. A fairly decent side scrolling shooter that i got about 1and a half hours of enjoyment out of however their
is need of more enemy variety, unlockables, and less bug swarms , the outfit with the 35 bugbombs i found was the only way to
live long enough to get the points you need, but for the price a fun little tid bit. Horrible point and click game that looks like it
was ported over from Facebook. I sat through this game just to see how long you could play before the cash shop kicked in.
Their timing is somehere around 25 minutes. You click on Tradesmen to trade 1000 gold for a quest item while earning 50 gold
per completed quest.

You will find that progression beings to halt around the Market and you will require a level of 6 to unlock the next location, the
Library. I was level 2.

PROS
1. Graphics
The artwork looks okay. It doesn't look too bad.

CONS
1. Pay To Win
A horrible combination. $70.49 for 750 crystals and $70.49 for 750,000 gold/coins. This is just a scam.

2. Inane Repetition
You just keep going back to the same few maps over and over again to look for items. The only variety they provide is

a. Easy Mode
They describe the item you need to find

b. Normal Mode
A silhouette shows the item you need to find

c. Hard Mode
Your search view narrows down to a tiny circle while the rest of the screen is black. They call this searching in the Night, even
though the Sun is still shining.
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